FLASH-CLICK®

SOLID POLYMER DOUBLE FLANGE BEARING ASSEMBLY

APPLICATIONS

General – Generally applicable within the limits of the material properties

Industrial – Domestic appliances, materials handling equipment, apparatus engineering, slot machines and cash boxes and many more

CHARACTERISTICS

– Can be used with different bearing housing materials, e.g. aluminium, magnesium and plastic
– Feasible for a larger variety of bearing housing dimensions, from thin metal sheet housings up to multiple and sectional longer housing areas
– Reduced total system costs with increased bearing housing tolerances, even stamped or laser burned housings are suitable
– Manual and automated installation possible

AVAILABILITY

Non standard parts made to order

For additional product offerings visit: https://www.ggbearings.com/en/products/solid-polymer/flash-click

For questions and assistance, contact a GGB engineer at: https://www.ggbearings.com/en/contact
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